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Part Of: Mary Schaffer fonds

Description Level: 5 / File

Series: II.A. Photographs: lantern slides

Reference Code: V527 / PS 1 - 810 to 830

GMD: Photograph

Lantern slide

Transparency

Date Range: 1831-1885

Physical Description: 21 photographs : transparencies; glass

Scope & Content:

Transparencies are hand-coloured and black and white lantern slides pertaining to
transportation: Canadian Pacific Railway, railway travel and ships, derived from various
sources. Includes two transparencies by Mary Schaffer

Finding Aid: Copy prints are available for reference use

Location (Copy): Reference prints are available

Title Source: Title based on contents of file.

Content Details: LIST OF LANTERN SLIDES - V527 / PS 1 :

#810 - Driving the Golden Spike, by Donald Smith; #on CPR, Nov. 7,
1885 / Notman

#811 - The first engine built by the Canadian Pacific Railway

#812 - Winnipeg in 1870

#813 - Quebec Bridge, Quebec

#814 - DeWitt Clinton and Train 1831 / Chas. Beseler

#815 - Canadian Pacific Railway, arrival of the first through train at the
seaboard of British Columbia

#816 - [Group at driving of last spike on the CPR, Nov. 7, 1885]

#817 - [Unidentified locomotive]

#818 - Passengers boarding standard sleeper

#819 - Plowing thro. the snow, of the Selkirks & Glacier

#820 - [Passengers on platform beside Montreal and Boston railway car]

#821 - Wapta & Safety Switch

#822 - Red Sucker Tunnel, Lake Superior

#823 - [Map of Dominion of Canada]

#824 - [Unidentified railway tunnel]

#825 - Prospect Point Vancouver Steamer "Beaver"

#826 - [Unidentified ocean liner]

#827 - [Empress of Britain in lock of Panama Canal]

#828 - [Man padding pont] / E.B. Thompson

#829 - The ferry near Berthier, Que.

#830 - Forest fire
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This material is presented as originally created; it may contain outdated cultural descriptions and
potentially offensive content. Read more.
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